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Introduction
• There is not enough annotated data on music-related tasks, because the audio

labeling is difficult and time-consuming.
• It can be a problem because the performance of a deep learning-based

approach depends heavily on the amount of labeled data.
• We address this problem by using the training approach inspired by knowledge

transfer along with the user listening log data that can be autonomously
obtained and can be estimated from audio contents.
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Conclusion & Future Work

• We used information from automatically collected user log data to improve
the music feature in limited label data.

• It is useful to transfer knowledge from user log data with large data sets to
music-related tasks using small data sets.

• The proposed method does not require the same structure between the
networks, so there are potential advantages in utilization.

• In-depth analysis of factors affecting cross-domain knowledge transfer is
required.

• List of tasks.
- Music genre classification: EmoMusic, GTZAN, ExtendedBallRoom, FMA
- Music emotion regression task: EmoMusic
- Acoustic scene classification task: DCASE2016 dataset (completely different

domain from music)
• Training methods

- base: training model from scratch
- fix: only training one layer classifier from CF estimator
- init: training model from CF estimator initialization
- kd: distillation loss is added to the training procedure

• Knowledge transfer from CF estimator successfully improves the performance
- For all classification tasks, kd and init represent statistical significance

improve of 2.26 and 2.20 % point, respectively (Student paired t-test), but
there is no difference between them.

• CF embedding itself is not a generally well-defined music descriptor, but the
transfer did not degrade the performance even if the target task has nothing to
do with music.

• Network capacity does not affect the results.

• The knowledge to transfer is trained from a large-scale user log dataset.
- Raw user log is sparse and high-dimensional, so they are usually converted

to a compressed representation called CF embedding.
• The proposed model constrains the embedding of the penultimate layer of

task-specific models.
- Task-specific models are trained to make their embedding similar to CF

embedding during a given task.

• Types of knowledge transfer
- The transfer method: It directly uses the outputs of the learned networks or

their intermediate activation as a feature for different tasks.
- The distillation method: It utilizes a posterior distribution of the teacher

network itself as the ground-truth to train other models and is often referred
to as the teacher-student method.

Transfer to Other Tasks
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• Dataset
- Music and user listening log 

data from Melon, which is 
streaming service in Korea.
(5M songs and 2.5M users)

- Each song is compressed into 
a 40-dimensional CF vector 
through the ALS algorithm.

- A total of 244,975 songs are randomly chosen for the experiment and
divided into training set (187,404 songs), validation set (20,831 songs), and
test set (36,740 songs).


